The algebraic classification of Cardy for boundary states on a G/H coset CFT of a compact group G, is geometrically realized on the corresponding manifold resulting from gauging the WZW model. The branes consist of H orbits of quantized G conjugacy classes shifted by quantized H conjugacy classes.
Introduction
On a background of conformal field theory branes can be described by boundary states.
Demanding preservation of maximal symmetry, these boundary states were classified by Cardy [1] for a rational CFT. In that case a boundary state, that is, a type of a D-brane, was found to exist in correspondence to each primary field of the chiral algebra of the given CFT. Geometrically D-branes are embedded as subsets of target space. Whenever a CFT target space possesses a geometrical interpretation the algebraically constructed Cardy boundary states should be realized as such subsets. In the case of a CFT which is a compact group manifold such a realization exists [2] , [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . D-branes can sit on a finite set of allowed conjugacy classes on the group manifold which are in a natural correspondence with the representations of the affine group generated from the primary fields present in the model.
In this work we study a geometrical realization of D branes for a more general class of conformal field theories, the coset models G/H where H is a subgroup of a compact group G. Algebraically this is a rational CFT whose allowed boundary states obey the Cardy's classification. A geometrical description of such models is provided when considered as gauged WZW models integrating out the gauge fields [15] , [16] , [17] .
Following the method applied to CFT on a group manifold we construct a WZW action for a world sheet with boundary moving on the group manifold G with the subgroup H gauged away. The boundary is constrained into some subsets of G dictated by the preserved symmetry. The consistency of this action puts some quantization conditions on the allowed positions of the branes, establishing their correspondence to the primary fields of the coset CFT.
We limit ourself to maximally symmetric branes. The more general case of branes with a smaller symmetry was studied for the parafermionic example in [18] .
We deal with non-abelian G and H. The case of U (1) gauge group was discussed extensively recently, in particular with respect to the parafermionic example [18] .
In sec. 2 the analysis of branes on a group manifold is reviewed. Sec. 3 deals with the G/H model. In sec. 4 the case of G and H with a common center is discussed. In an appendix, some formulae from the main text are motivated.
After completing this work we found the paper [19] by K. Gawedzki, whose sec. 2 contains results similar to ours.
Branes on a WZW model
The action of a WZW model for a world sheet Σ without boundary is
where L kin = Tr(∂ z g∂zg −1 ) , ω WZ = 1 3 Tr(g −1 dg) 3 , and B is a three-manifold bounded by Σ. Here g(z,z) is the embedding of Σ into the compact group manifold G and the integer k G is the level of the model. This action is invariant under theĜ ×Ĝ symmetry,Ĝ being the loop group of G,
This invariance can be seen by substituting h L (z)g(z,z)h R (z) for g in (2.1) using the Polyakov -Wiegmann identities [20] , [21] :
together with the fact that ∂ z h R = ∂zh L = 0.
When Σ has boundaries, left moving and right moving waves are mixed by them.
The two independent symmetries in (2.2) cannot be present. Still one can put boundary conditions which preserve the symmetry (2.2) in the bulk with h L and h −1 R tending on the boundary to a common limit. The symmetry on the boundary is then
where τ parameterizes the boundary. The boundary conditions on g should respect the symmetry (2.5) . If a group element f is allowed on the boundary, the symmetry implies that kf k −1 should also be allowed, for any k ∈ G. Thus the boundary should be allowed to take values in the whole conjugacy class C G f defined by
Suppose then that the boundary of Σ is constrained to map into the conjugacy class
for some fixed group element f . As it stands the action (2.1) is not well defined for a world sheet with boundary. There is no region B bounded by Σ when Σ itself has boundary. To fix that, for a world sheet with a single hole, one extends the mapping from Σ to G to a surface without boundary Σ ∪ D where D is an auxiliary disc which closes the hole in Σ having a common boundary with it [2] . The disc D is mapped into the same conjugacy class (2.7) allowed for its boundary. The region B in the action (2.1) is then taken to be bounded by Σ ∪ D. The action should be formulated such that the embedding of the interior of the auxiliary disc D inside the conjugacy class does not matter as long as its boundaries are fixed. We also demand that the symmetry (2.5) which in general does affect also the boundaries of D will continue to be respected by the action. This is done by modifying the action into:
where ∂B = Σ ∪ D and ω f (k) is the two-form defined on the conjugacy class (2.7) for g = kf k −1 as [2] ,
On the class ( 
The change in the ω f term in (2.8) can be read from the identity
where g = kf k −1 , which follows from the definition (2.9) . The change in the D ω f (k) term exactly cancels (2.11) so that (2.8) is indeed invariant under (2.2) .
Eq. (2.10) guarantees that the action is invariant under continuous deformations of the embedding of the auxiliary disc inside the conjugacy class. The change in the ω f integral cancels the integral of the ω WZ term on the three-volume swept by the disc during such a deformation. Since in general the second homotopy of a conjugacy class is non trivial, there are different embeddings of a disc in such a class which are not continuously connected. The union of two such embedded discs is not the boundary of a three volume inside the conjugacy class, where (2.10) is valid. The action (2.8) is in fact sensitive to such a topological change in the embedding of the auxiliary disc. In order that this change will have no physical effect, the induced change in the action must be an integral multiple of 2π. This leads [2] , [5] to a quantization of the conjugacy classes allowed for as boundary conditions. Since k in (2.7) is defined modulo right multiplication by any element commuting with f and the group of such elements for a generic f is isomorphic to T G , the Cartan torus of G, the conjugacy class (2.6) can be described as G/T G . Its second homotopy group is therefore,
If r is the rank of G, a topologically non trivial embedding of S 2 in C G f is characterized by an r dimensional vector in the coroot lattice of G. Namely, if one embedding D of the disc into C G f is given by kf k −1 and another embedding D ′ sends it into k ′ f k ′−1 , then on the topologically circular boundary the two embeddings should coincide. This implies
where t(τ ) is an element of the subgroup isomorphic to T G which commutes with f . Eq. λ are Cartan generators. The change in the action resulting from a topological change in the embedding of the disc which is characterized by a coroot lattice vector s, is given by
where the length of long roots is normalized to 2 . Consistency of the model then implies the condition
for any coroot α. In this normalization the weight lattice is the set of points in R r whose scalar product with any coroot takes integral values. Eq. (2.16) implies then, that θ should be 2π/k G times a vector in the weight lattice. As a point in T G , θ is defined modulo 2π
times the coroot lattice. The allowed conjugacy classes correspond then to points in the weight lattice divided by k G , modulo the coroot lattice. This is also the characterization of the integrable representations ofĜ, the affine G algebra at level k G , which correspond to the primary fields of the WZW model. It is in accordance with the algebraic analysis of Cardy [1] where a correspondence is established between primary operators in a rational CFT and boundary states. The above discussion is a geometrical realization on the group manifold of this correspondence.
It is of course equally consistent and symmetric to replace the set of conjugacy classes (2.7) with quantization condition (2.16) , by the same classes shifted by a fixed group element m. The boundary conditions (2.7) are then modified into
where f satisfies (2.16) and m is an arbitrary fixed group element. This amounts to constrain the boundary values of g into the shifted conjugacy class C G f m. This set of boundary conditions preserves a boundary symmetry different from (2.5) . The shifted symmetry is
If we insist on the boundary symmetry (2.5) , the allowed boundary states are the set (2.7) with the condition (2.16).
Branes on a Coset
Let G be a compact, simply connected, non-abelian group. The G/H coset CFT,
where H is a subgroup of G, can be described in terms of a gauged WZ action [15] , where the symmetry
h ∈ H is gauged away. An H Lie algebra valued world sheet vector field A is added to the system, and the G/H action on a world sheet without boundary becomes,
Introduce H group element valued world sheet fields U andŨ as [22] , [23] ,
Denote the action (2.1) by S G (g) . Then the coset action (3.2) becomes, The model has then the following symmetries. First of all one should identify configurations related by the local gauge transformation,
with h(z,z) ∈ H. In addition, by (2.2) , there are further global symmetries
Suppose now that we gauge the WZW model of the group G, defined on a world sheet with boundary with the boundary conditions (2.7) on g(z,z). On the group manifold, we saw in previous section that boundary conditions corresponding to shifted conjugacy classes (2.17) did not preserve the same symmetry of the condition (2.7) but rather a different symmetry (2.18) . Insisting on the symmetry (2.2) we did not include this kind of conditions. Here on the coset, the symmetry (3.7) is limited relative to (2.2) , and we note that shifted boundary conditions like (2.17) are still consistent with them provided the shift element m in (2.17) belongs to H. We will then consider a more general type of boundary conditions on g allowing on the boundary
with f, k ∈ G and l an element in H. For a fixed l, these boundary conditions are not gauge invariant. The gauge symmetry (3.5) forces us to allow, together with shifting by l, to shift by any element in its H conjugacy class. We are then lead to the following boundary conditions,
with p(τ ), l ∈ H. In other words, on the boundary g is constrained to a product C G f C H l of a G conjugacy class with an H class.
As in previous section the presence of the WZ term necessitates an auxiliary disc D for each hole in the world sheet, to define the boundary of the three-volume integral in the action. To proceed, we will continue from the boundary into the disc D the field g subject to conditions (3.9). Here again an additional two-form has to be added on the disc to give meaning to the action. For the product of classes boundary conditions (3.9) the two-form introduced in (2.9) is not appropriate. To complete the action define another two-form as follows. Let c 1 = kf k −1 , f ∈ G, and c 2 = plp −1 , l ∈ H.
Define
where ω f (k) and ω l (p) are two-forms defined as in (2.9) . Considerations leading to this particular form are discussed in the appendix. We will then add to the action (3.2) the
To check the consistency of the action with the term (3.11) , notice first that for g = c 1 c 2 , the WZ term has the form
Using (2.10) one gets,
This guarantees the invariance of the action (3.2) with the additional term (3.11) under a continuous deformation of the embedding of the disc D into G subject to conditions (3.9).
As to the symmetry (3.7) with m L = m −1 R = m on the boundary, it acts on the term (3.11) taking c 1 → mc 1 m −1 for [m, H] = 0. The change in Ω (f,l) is given by
This exactly cancels the variation of the bulk terms read from (2.11) when m is substituted there for h, c 1 c 2 for g and the commutation of m with c 2 taken into account.
As in previous section, the embedding of the disc D into C G f C H l involves a topological choice. Holding plp −1 in (3.9) fixed on the disc while performing a topological change corresponding to a G coroot lattice vector s G in the definition on the interior of D, of the factor kf k −1 , will induce in S in (3.2) the same change as that of previous section
where f = e iθ G ·λ G . The consistency of the action requires then the same quantization condition (2.16) on the G conjugacy class
Similarly, a topological change corresponding to an H coroot vector s H in the continuation to D of the factor plp −1 in (3.9) with the kf k −1 held fixed, will also change S. For l = e iθ H λ H this change will be
The consistency of the action (3.4) then also constrains the H conjugacy class factor by
There is a problem in the two-form Ω (f,l) (k, p) introduced into the action in eq. such that q H − c 2 q H c −1 2 has no components in the algebra commuting with c 1 . This is the dimension of different factorizations of a given g = c 1 c 2 in C G f C H l as a product of a pair of elements from both classes. For generic c 1 and c 2 , for which the two Cartan algebras commuting with c 1 and c 2 are disjoint, this dimension is d H − 2r H . At a generic g = c 1 c 2 point in the region C G f C H l its dimension is then given by
Non generic points for which the algebra commuting with c 1 and that commuting with c 2 have a common subspace, form lower dimensional boundary in G of the region C G f C H l .
Since fixing g ∈ C G f C H l does not determine c 1 and c 2 the two-form Ω in the action (3.11) seems to require more data than just g. In fact one can check the behavior of Ω (f,l) (k, p) under the variation (3.19) and (3.20) and find that it is not invariant even when q G and q H do satisfy (3.21) . Explicitly, in this case we find
It seems then that for the action (3.11) to make sense, one should allow for extra degrees of freedom on the boundary, fixing the factorization of g there as a product of G and H conjugacy classes. Namely, the Physics does depend on k and p in (3.9), not just on the value of g. Note though, that there is no dependence on the factorization chosen inside the disc, once it is fixed on the boundary. Since the variation of Ω (f,l) in (3.23) has the form of a derivative of a local one form, as could be expected from (3.13), the variation vanishes for q G and q H zero on the boundary.
The allowed D branes for the G/H model correspond then to a pair of quantized conjugacy classes of the two groups. Since each such a class corresponds to an integrable representation, we get a characterization of these branes by pairs of a G primary field and an H primary field. This is again in accordance with Cardy's analysis, the primary fields of the G/H CFT, generically correspond to such pairs.
A geometric picture for the G/H coset model emerges once the gauge is fixed and the gauge fields are integrated over [15] . The points of the resulting manifold can be identified as the orbits in G of the gauge transformation (3.1) . The boundary conditions (3.9) put the branes on G conjugacy classes in the G group manifold, quantized according to (3.16) ,
shifted, in the sense of (2.17) , by H conjugacy classes, which are also quantized according to (3.18) . All the points on the orbit of a gauge transformation (3.1) are identified. For generic f ∈ G and l ∈ H the dimension of the product C G f C H l at a generic point is given in eq. (3.22) . Identifying the H gauge orbits generically reduces the dimension by d H .
The generic dimension of the geometrically realized D branes is then, for non abelian G and H,
(3.24)
The case of a common center
When H contains some subgroup C of the center of G, the above discussion gets modified in two ways. First, for z ∈ C the region C G f C H l is identical to the region C G zf C H z −1 l . The brane corresponding to the pair (f, l) of conjugacy classes is then identical to the brane corresponding to the pair (zf, z −1 l). This is the geometrical origin of the phenomena known in the context of coset CFT without boundary as "field identification" [25] , [26] , [24] . It is again consistent with Cardy's identification of boundary states with primary fields.
Since the gauge transformation takes g into hgh −1 , it does not distinguish between the transformations h and zh for any z ∈ C. We can then think of the gauge group as H/C. Recall that the element k in (3.9) is defined modulo right multiplication by G In this form k and p are discontiuous in H. They are continuous in H/C, but the paths k(τ ) and p(τ ) of (4.5) are non contractible in H/C and cannot be continued into the interior of the disc to be substituted in the action (3.11) . To define the action we must, before continuing into the disc, to redefine k and p according to (4.1), multiplying them from the right by an appropriate Cartan element, changing k into k ′ and p into p ′ defined
The redefined k ′ and p ′ are contractible and can be continued into the disc. The redefinition (4.6), like (4.1), induces a change in the disc term of the action, according to (3.15) and (3.17) . Notice that, unlike (4.2), (4.6) contains a weight vector rather than a root vector, and that this twist is done together on k and on p. Equations (3.15) and (3.17) give then for the change of the action induced by (4.6)
where f = e i(θ G ·λ) and l = e i(θ H ·λ) . Invariance under the gauge transformation (4.4) requires this change to be a multiple of 2π leading to a further condition, a correlation between G and H conjugacy classes,
for every common weight of G and H. This is again in accordance with Cardy's correspondence of boundary states with primary fields of the CFT without boundary. The condition (4.8) for coset CFT is known as the selection rule [25] , [26] , [24] , demanding the same behavior of members of the pair of G and H representations under the common center.
where as before c 1 = kf k −1 and c 2 = plp −1 , we can compactly re-write (A.4) as follows: where g = kf k −1 plp −1 . Finally rearranging terms in (A.6) and (A.1) we get
We see that the sum of the two actions of the WZW models with boundary can be derived after gauging the action given by the first two terms of the right hand side of (A.8). Let us study this action in more details. First of all we see that from the conditions that g and U −1Ũ lie at the boundary in the conjugacy classes kf k −1 and plp −1 respectively, follows that argument of the action in r.h.s. of (A.8) U −1 gŨ lies in the product of these conjugacy classes:
From the fact that the actions in the l.h.s. of (A.8) do not change under infinitesimal variations of the locationof the auxiliary disc we expect that also the action on the r.h.s.
does not change under them. i.e. as we explained in section 2 dΩ f,l = ω WZ on the product of conjugacy classes, which was explicitly checked in section 3.
